<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>UA14x4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size (approx.)</strong></td>
<td>3501mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspect Ratio</strong></td>
<td>1:1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions</strong></td>
<td>1440mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object Dimensions</strong></td>
<td>720mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Relative Extender</strong></td>
<td>1:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zoom Ratio from Front Lens</strong></td>
<td>1:1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product Specifications</strong></td>
<td>23.5kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further information and service details, please visit the official website.
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**Value from Innovation**

**UE 4.0 System**

**4K Lens System**

**Television Lenses**

**FUJIFILM**

FUJIFILM Corporation

Optical Design & Electronic Imaging Product Division


**NEW**

**SS-21DB**

**SS-13DB**

**Mounting Clamp**

**MCA-06BC**

**EBF-1**

**Module**

**EPD-4A-E12A**

**ESM-D52B**

**Servo Module**

**Demand Unit**

**ERD-10A-D01M**

**Zoom Rate**

**Servo Focus**

**Servo Zoom**

**EPD-31A-D02**

**Demand Unit**

**Focus Position**

**12PIN12PIN**
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**4C 210mm×594mm**
FUJINON is blazing a trail in 4K imaging, with outstanding 4K optical performance.

COATING TECHNOLOGY

Reach the summit of 4K performance with FUJINON’s state-of-the-art technologies.

- **Highest zoom ratio in its class**
  - 24 times zoom
- **The highest 4K portable lens**
  - available, 1.98kg

Introducing the New Expanded 4K Broadcast Lens Lineup from FUJINON.

4K demands a higher dimension of performance, and the expanded FUJINON 4K broadcast lens lineup meets the challenge.

Extending the family of “High Resolution”, “High Contrast”, and “High Dynamic Range”, FUJINON’s cutting-edge optical technology presents the next stage in optical performance – qualities that outstrip the high expectations of imaging professionals.

FUJINON 4K Lens High Performance Essentials

- **HIGH RESOLUTION**
  - Cutting-edge 4K imaging quality of macroscopic detail faithfully captured in the very slender optical performance, ensuring every scene conveys the utmost clarity and rich image expression.
- **HIGH CONTRAST**
  - High density combination of “true” in imaging quality, to realize high-contrast performance that surpasses the limits of previous 4K optical performance.
- **HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE**
  - High-quality combination of “true” in imaging quality, to realize high dynamic range that surpasses the limits of previous 4K optical performance.

Flexible housing control during the survey of a conventional lens system at the time of recording, without deteriorating its basic characteristics.

FUJINON’s original optical simulation technology empowers shooting in a broad variety of situations.

Flagship series with surpassing 4K optical performance

**2/3” 4K Ultra-HDTV Zoom Lens UA80x9 1.2x EXT**

Focal length of 8–110mm, beyond 4K optical performance and the power of a 22x Zoom.

Folksonomies are optical performance beyond 4K, enabling the realization of diverse shooting situations. Featuring outstanding and practical resolution solutions, this series uses Fuji’s advanced technology, which brings out the full range with a wide angle of view, faithful to the heart of the lens.

**2/3” 4K Ultra-HDTV Zoom Lens UA22x8**

Excellent 4K optical performance for versatile shooting

Focal length of 24–176mm, beyond 4K optical performance along with a 1.2x Extender featuring optical performance.

The extended range of the UA22x8 1.2x Extender, combined with its 24x zoom range, enables shooting in a broad variety of situations.

**2/3” 4K Ultra-HDTV Zoom Lens UA18x5.5**

Focal length of 18–90mm, beyond 4K optical performance for studio shooting.

This family of 4K optical performance is a compact lightweight technology edge of the image frame, which brings out a full image of the lens’s focal length, from 18mm to 90mm. Utilizing an advanced technology, this series enables shooting in a wide range of situations, from video production to imaging production.

**2/3” 4K Ultra-HDTV Zoom Lens UA14x4.5**

Focal length of 14–56mm, beyond 4K optical performance for diverse shooting situations.

This family of 4K optical performance is a compact lightweight technology edge of the image frame, which brings out a full image of the lens’s focal length, from 14mm to 56mm. Utilizing an advanced technology, this series enables shooting in a wide range of situations, from video production to imaging production.